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Fried Okra Band from Copenhagen, Denmark is now ready to release 
their fourth album Back Into the River, recorded live in a small backyard 
studio in Copenhagen.  With few instruments and a minimum of 
overdubs this album shows the underground trio from both its most 
rocking and most poetic sides. 
 
With the new album Fried Okra Band proves that they are on the same page 
as their US colleagues - like Jack White and The Black Keys the 
Copenhagen guys are inspired by the hypnotic and haunting blues of the Hill 
Country of Mississippi. Like those artists Danish Fried Okra Band have in 
later years consolidated their status with songs that are both simple, 
energetic and focused on the riff, the groove and the lyrics. Combining this 
American inspiration with their Danish heritage Fried Okra Band has created 
their own songs and sound on several albums.  
 
Back Into the River is filled with hypnotic moods and grooves and the record 
shows a simple, yet powerful musical expression. Some songs change 
dynamically, some songs just move along quietly in their own vibe…but 
every one of them has the sound of Fried Okra Band. My Kind Of Woman 
and I Can’t Help You Out are solid rocking tunes, while Don’t go North is a 
powerful boogie moving into ZZ Top territory. Lead singer, Morten Lunn says: 
 
“We chose the title Back Into the River partly because it is a line from 
the first song on the record, partly because it reflects the common 
feeling of being in a stream of thoughts and feelings. Thoughts and 
feelings that float along and end up becoming music – the music we 
like to play.The ancient Greeks said one couldn’t step into the same 
river twice. We believe, we do step into a well-known river, but the 
water is different – and it’s never still. We step into that stream with just 
11 songs, a couple of guitars and a drum kit. That’s our sound, that’s 
how the sound of Fried Okra Band is right now.” 
 
Back Into the River is produced by Danish producer and guitarist Noah 
Rosanes. Apart from drums and guitars the album also contains mandolin, 
mandola and the infamous, homemade diddley bow – the Mississippi 
instrument made out of one guitar string and a broom stick. Back Into the 
River is the fourth release by Fried Okra Band. The first three albums were 
well received in Danish, European and American music magazines. 
 
Fried Okra Band was first formed as a quartet in 2005, and is now a trio.  
The line-up may not be the typical one in the blues and rock world. But more 
and more people have already given their “hats off” to “the trio without the 
bass”, and the Danish band is starting to get a good reputation all around 
Scandinavia. On the European continent they have also taken their music to 
Latvia and Austria. 
 
Back Into the River will be released on July 3

rd
 2015 
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CD: 
Cat.nr.: TARGET1514CD 

Barcode: 5700907262505 
LP: 

Cat.nr.: TARGET1514LP 
Barcode: 5700907262512 

 

Band: 

Morten Lunn - Guitar, Diddley Bow, Vocal  

Thomas Foldberg - Guitar  

Thomas Crawfurd - Drums, Mandolin, Percussion 

 

Web: 

www.friedokraband.dk 

www.facebook.com/friedokraband 

 
Distribution: 

Sweden - Border 
Norway - Indie 

Finland - Supersounds 
UK - Plastic Head 

GAS - Soulfood 
Benelux – Suburban 

US - Traffic 
Italy - Audioglobe 

Spain - Avispa 
Poland - Mystic 

Portugal – Compact 
Hungary - Mysic 

Czech Republic – Mystic 
France - La Baleine 
Portugal - Compact 

Switzerland - NonStop 
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